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4 Days Hua Hin Only In & Out Hua Hin Airport (Private) By Van) 
 

Open your holidays with the most beautiful beach in Thailand before enjoying the excursions and shopping then keep the sweet memories and  
relax at the charming resort at the Pattaya 

 

ITINERARY  
Day 1 - ARRIVAL TO HUA HIN AIRPORT   ( L/D ) 
Upon arrival at HUA HIN International Airport, you will be met by our representatives and will be transferred to visit Santorini Park brings a slice 
of the picture-perfect Greek island to Cha-Am. It’s got all the details right, from classic whitewashed buildings, colorfully painted windows, down to 
stone-paved paths and domed towers. Sheep Farm, in place of the ancient dream of those who seek it. The complex nature. Come in contact with 
the atmosphere of a Swiss Sheep Farm in a valley surrounded by the love and warmth, style European country. This farm that will take you time to 
dream again. You will enjoy riding the scenic meadows among shepherds, feeding a sheep and full activities that are fun and love and romance 
.Evening visit CICADA NIGHT MARKET ( Open on FRI-SUN ) or HUA HIN NIGHT MARKET. Lunch and Dinner will be serve at local restaurant 
and overnight at Hua Hin 
 

Day 2 -   HUA HIN - FULL DAY CITY TOUR  (B/L/D) 
After breakfast, depart  from hotel to visit HUA HIN TRAIN STATION one of the oldest station in Thailand and it main feature is  
The Royal Waiting Room that used to welcome King and  his court when they were visiting the town, then continue to WAT HUAY MONGKOL  
TEMPLE is a Buddhist temple set in large grounds to the west of Hua Hin this place is very popular with the people from all over the country, who 
come here to pay respect to LUANG Pu Thuad and to ask for thing as favors, good luch, health, fortune and happiness. Then visit PLERN WAN 
SHOPPING VILLAGE just a themed open-air mall, where you can experience a slice of life in 1950s Hua Hin. Plern Wan’s two-storey courtyard- 
style building, and architectural statement in itself, houses a community of period-style shop selling everything from liquor, inexpensive plastic-and-
tin toys, snack as well as beauty, photo studio, outdoor cinema screen and a 20 rooms guesthouse or Piman Plern Wan ,continue to visit, THE 
VENECIA the newest theme shopping and attraction village in Hua Hin, following the growing popularity and undeniable success of other similar 
weekend destination in Thailand LUNCH  and Dinner will be serve at local restaurant and   overnight at Hua Hin 
 
Day 3 -   HUA HIN – DAMNOUEN SADULK FLOATIN MARKET  (B/L/D) 
After breakfast, depart  from hotel to visit DAMNERN SADUAK FLOATING MARKET then enjoy the scenery of rural life by the long tail speed 
boat to the floating market, watching the farmers selling food, fruits, flowers and mankind of local products in the boat then transfer to 
MAEKLONG RAILWAY, famous for its route through the Maeklong Railway Market it has a train running through the middle of it several times a 
day. Right down the middle and close enough to touch. Only in Thailand! Wat Bang Kung – Temple hidden within the roots of a banyan tree the 
historic significance of Wat Bang Kung, and its beautiful natural surroundings alongside the western bank of the Mae Khlong river in Amphawa 
district, are often not fully known by tourist and Thai alike.Wat Bang Kung is one of the most iconic. Having been engulfed by the roots and 
branches of large banyan trees over the course of several centuries the temple provides a seamless combination of natural beauty and serene 
spiritualism. Back to Hua Hin by the way visit FOR ART ‘S SAKE 4D  the first 4D Art Museum in Thailand, provided a perfect combination of 3D art 
that painted by Thai Artists and a special sound effects separated by zone. LUNCH and Dinner will be serve at local restaurant and   overnight at 
Hua Hin 
 
Day 4 DEPARTURE FROM HUA HIN TO AIRPORT TO KL   (B) 
After breakfast Free at leisure till transfer to airport for departure 
 

Booking Period 01 NOVEMBER– 31 OCTOBER 2020 

 

Hotel In HUA HIN 

Package Rates (NET SGD/Pax) 

2-3 Paxs 4-6 Paxs 7-10 Paxs SGL(SUPP) 
 

CITY BEACH RESORT (DLX) Surcharge 28Dec19-01Jan20 & 11-
14APR20@SGD 23/R/N , HUA HIN LOFT (SUP) Surcharge 28Dec19-
03Jan20@ SGD 21/R/N 

 

652 454 369 97 

 
Royal Pavillion ( DLX) Surcharge – 24Dec-05Jan20 @ SGD34 /R/N 
 

686 488 404 129 

LOLOGO (Deluxe Balcony Garden/pool view ) BY 1King+Sofa bed/1SuperKing 
/2Queen , Extra person with BF existing bedding included BF. Surcharge 23Dec19-

04Jan20 @ SGD 97/R/N , 05JAN20-15APR20 @ SGD 21 /R/N ; GALA 
DINNER 31 DEC 19@SGD135/P 

  

782 584 500 221 

G HHQ ( DLX Pool V ) Surcharge 22 Dec- 02 Jan20@SGD 106/R/N;  03Jan-

23 Jan20 & 01Feb-29 Feb 20@SGD27/R/N ;  
24-31Jan 20 & 13 - 16Apr 20 @ SGD106/R/N ;  
GALA DIINER 24 DEC SGD49/P ; GALA DINNER 31 DEC SGD62/P 

MIDA DE SEA HUA HIN(DLX) Surcharge  28 Dec- 03 Jan20@ SGD75/R/N;   

761 564 479 201 

Guide Condition for 1 Chinese Speaking guide SERVICE 
ADDITION per pax 

97 54 35  

Remark : Child with bed charge 90%/Child without bed charge 65% from adult fare 
            : The above rate are quoted in SGD Dollar per person 
            : This package tour program are served based on minimum 2person per booking 

: This rate base on Driver and ENGLISH SPEAKING GUIDE. ( BASE ON HUA HIN ) 
: Complementary 1Bottle of Drinking Water / Pax / Day 

            : The itinerary is subject to change on the flight road conditions and availability of rooms. 
               : Price and Conditions are Subject to change without prior notice. 
            : Halal Meal Request – can be done but only on selected portion (subject to available – however, we will arranged pork free if Halal is   
              Not available during the tours 
            : Only 1 Baggage allowed P/P, In case of more luggage and transport not enough to accommodate guests and request for another  
              Transport to accommodate, additional charge for transport will be billed directly to the guests 
            : Any cancellation that made by clients for any unutilized services, unused tours or hotel rooms are not refundable 

PERIOD CHINESE NEW YEAR MANDARIN GUIDE ADDITION PLUS SGD92 PER PARTY 21Jan-03 Feb 20 
PERIOD CHINESE NEW YEAR TRANSPORT ADDITION SGD 32  per pax 21Jan-03 Feb 20 

 
       (VT - 24/09/2019) 
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